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Ensure you don’t miss any
future issues of NSC by taking
up a FREE subscription.
Click on the red ‘Subscribe to
NSC’ button and complete
the registration form. Ensure
you have ticked the ‘Subscribe
to New Steel Construction’
checkbox.
You will be informed by email
whenever a new edition of NSC is
published, and given a direct link
to the digital magazine.

NSC is increasing its frequency to ten issues a year and going digital-only.
The same high quality editorial content will be maintained, but with ten issues a year of a user-friendly
digital publication readers will have more access to industry news, analysis and intelligence.
You can read NSC like a magazine on any desktop or laptop computer, or any Apple iOS or Android mobile device, but you can also...

Share articles with friends using the integrated social media or email tools

Browse or download a PDF copy of the magazine

Print out individual pages directly from the digital magazine

Click on links to visit referenced websites, email contributors, book places at
events or download extra material

In this issue

Cover Image
London Bridge station redevelopment
Main client: Network Rail
Architect: Grimshaw
Steelwork contractor, bridge decks:
Cleveland Bridge
Steelwork contractor, platform canopies:
Severfield-Watson Structures
Steel tonnage: 7,000t
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Editor’s comment NSC reverts to ten issues a year – and goes digital-only.

News The BCSA and Tata Steel have announced the shortlist for the 46th Structural Steel Design
Awards.
Healthcare Steel-framed atria and a new façade have been added to the East Wing tower at London’s
St Thomas’ Hospital.
Airport A 100m long truss has been installed to enlarge an aircraft hangar at Bournemouth Airport.

Sport Belfast’s Ravenhill Stadium has been rebuilt in a phased construction programme that allowed
it to remain open throughout the work.
Entertainment A steel framed drama hub will give Manchester’s media production sector a boost.

Transport Structural steelwork is playing an important role in keeping the rebuilding of London
Bridge station on track.
Education/Leisure The regeneration of the former steelmaking town of Consett includes a new
academy and leisure centre.
Technical The University of Bradford has carried out a test to investigate the behaviour of cellular
beams with a low degree of shear connection.
Codes & Standards

Advisory Desk AD 381 Fatigue assessment of non-standard bridge details.

50 Years Ago Our look back through the pages of Building with Steel features an amusement park in
Port Talbot.
BCSA Members

Register of Qualified Steelwork Contractors for Bridgeworks

These and other steelwork articles
can be downloaded from the New
Steel Construction Website at
www.newsteelconstruction.com
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Comment

NSC takes digital lead

Nick Barrett - Editor

What the future holds for NSC as a magazine dedicated to highlighting the
achievements of the steel construction industry is a major change; NSC will revert to
being published ten times a year and from now on will be a digital-only publication.
Digital looks like being the future for publishing and it has been decided that
rather than settle for a half way house involving some print and some digital
publishing, now is a good time for NSC to accept the inevitable and make an early
entry to the digital-only publishing world.
We will to an extent be breaking a path for others to follow, which is a challenge
that all in the NSC editorial and production team relish. We have seen a high uptake
among readers of digital-only offerings by other publications and we think the time is
right to bite the digital bullet.
There will be an enhanced website and additional digital services to readers are
being considered. We think you will find the digital version of NSC a pleasure to read,
and a significant advance over print in many ways, such as being taken to another
website for more information about an article or advertisement with a single click. We
welcome feedback about how you find it.

Awards entries show strength of steel
It is Structural Steel Design Awards time again, with the shortlist announced in
this issue’s News section. Twelve projects have been shortlisted and at an awards
ceremony on 8 July they will learn whether they have been successful.
Once again they add up to a great advertisement for the strength and versatility
of steel.
There is a wide geographical spread with projects as far apart as Dartmoor
National Park, Falkirk, South Wales, Hull and London. The shortlist includes leisure
facilities, high rise commercial developments, bridges, a school and a hotel.
What has been particularly notable during the recession years that we are,
hopefully, now emerging from, has been the strength of the field of entries for the
SSDA. Every year has seen the same quality of design of projects large and small.
There have obviously been fewer projects around, but investment in quality seems
to have been maintained throughout the lean years. So we can only be optimistic for
what the future holds for steel construction and the SSDA.
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News

Steel’s flexibility highlighted by SSDA shortlist
The British Constructional Steelwork Association and Tata Steel have announced the shortlist for the
46th Structural Steel Design Awards (SSDA).
The 12 projects shortlisted showcase steel’s flexibility and versatility in a number of different and
varying applications.
The shortlist also reflects the wide geographical spread of steel’s appeal for a variety of projects
ranging from leisure facilities to high-rise commercial developments, with entries also received for a
variety of bridges, and a major tourist attraction.
David Lazenby CBE, Chairman of the SSDA Judging Panel, said: “Even in the difficult times which
the industry has been experiencing, the Awards’ submissions have been exciting, innovative and of
genuinely high quality.
“The selected shortlist of 12 projects has been visited and subjected to the usual close scrutiny by
the judges. I am confident that the industry will appreciate a worthy and impressive raft of winners.”
The winners will be announced at an evening reception in London during July.

The SSDA shortlist 2014 is:
20 Fenchurch Street, London
Red Bridge House, Crowborough
Splashpoint Leisure Centre, Worthing
Loughor Viaduct Replacement, South Wales
The Kelpies, Falkirk
Scale Lane Bridge, Hull
Gem Bridge, Dartmoor National Park
Holland Park School, London
ME London Hotel
Visitor Centre, Stonehenge
First Direct Arena, Leeds
Transfer Deck, Reading Railway Station

Major Middle Eastern bridge
contract for BCSA member
Mabey Bridge has secured a £2.6M
contract to supply steel bridges to Qatar
as part of the country’s Local Roads &
Drainage Programme.
The deal will see the South Walesbased company designing, fabricating and
delivering four atlas steel deck modular
bridges to aid a major highways extension.
Chris Droogan, CEO of Mabey Bridge
said: “This is a very important contract
as Mabey Bridge builds on its already
excellent international reputation and
pushes into new and important territories.
“Qatar is a country working towards an
extremely exciting vision for its future, and
we are pleased to be a part of delivering
that vision.”
Ghazi Joueidi, General Sales Manager
of Mabey Bridge in the Middle East added:

“The terrain and environment in Qatar is
very harsh and the construction challenges
considerable. The country needs
infrastructure that is tried and tested and
capable of delivering a robust solution
during a period of dramatic change.
“The Atlas Bridging System will
provide the capacity to support the
important development work within
Qatar.”
The Mabey Bridge contract is with
Qatar Building Company and the steel
bridges will be used on the construction of
highway 55, creating a direct link between
the Mesaieed, Industrial City and the
planned city of Lusail.
Work on the highway started in
November 2013 and will be completed by
the end of 2014.

Sympathetic construction for Bristol development
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Work is progressing on 66 Queen Square
in Bristol, a new five-storey commercial
office building being constructed by
Skanska in one of the city’s prime
business locations.
Incorporating Queen Anne House,
which was rebuilt as a Grecian-style
terrace, the design combines Georgian
elegance with a contrasting new
adjoining, open plan office space. The
project will offer BREEAM ‘Excellent’ and
EPC A ratings.
According to the contractor the
design, approach and method of
construction have been specifically
adapted to respect the historic setting,
while maximising the functionality and
demands of a modern office.
Skanska Design Director, Derren
Masters, said: “A feature ‘drum’ at the
front of the office building and period
style mansard roofs are formed from
complicated primary steel arrangements
designed by Skanska and being installed
by William Haley Engineering.”

News

NSC takes digital step forward
New Steel Construction will increase its
frequency of publication to ten issues
a year and will become a digital-only
publication from next month, following
the trend that is sweeping the publishing
world.
This issue of NSC will be the last
printed issue, with the new digital version
starting with the July/August issue, which
will be primarily devoted to the Structural
Steel Design Awards. From September
the digital NSC will provide the same
blend of industry news, project profiles,
interviews with key industry figureheads
and technical content such as the Advisory
Desk Notes.
The move to digital will allow us to
produce NSC ten times a year as against

the previous six printed versions. The
digital magazine can be viewed on
desktops, laptops, iPads, other tablets and
on smartphones.
The NSC website will be more
frequently updated with industry news,
and other digital services that will be
attractive to readers are being considered.
BCSA Director General Sarah McCann-

Bartlett said: “We are able to expand our
services to the construction industry with
this move to a digital NSC. The digital
version will look the same and contain
all the same sections, but will now be
published more regularly and be more
accessible to readers on the move via their
mobile devices.
“The digital version of NSC is state of
the art, with a lot of useful features that
keeps us at the leading edge of publishing.
Other construction titles like New Civil
Engineer are going digital and we are in
the forefront of that move.”
To ensure that you get alerted to new
issues of NSC as they become available
please register at the NSC website –
www.newsteelconstruction.com.

Steel accommodates university upgrade
Steelwork erection by Walter Watson for
a 1,367 bed student accommodation
block at the University of Salford is
nearing completion.
Main contractor Graham
Construction is undertaking the project
as part of a consortium that includes
GRAHAM Investment Projects,
Campus Living Villages, Equitix and
Kier Project Investments, who will
jointly invest and develop the property.
The new accommodation is
designed to provide sustainable student
living with a BREEAM ‘Excellent’
rating. The block will include reception
area, social spaces - including TV and
games room, gym, group study lounges,
demonstration and private dining
kitchen, launderette and a cinema
room.

Expo centre takes shape on the Mersey
A world class exhibition and events facility
on Liverpool’s waterfront, to be known as
the Exhibition Centre Liverpool, is rapidly
taking shape as Billington Structures has
started the steel erection programme.
Main contractor ISG is delivering the
£40M project that consists of a three hall
exhibition centre and an integrated hotel,
both of which will be connected to the
existing Liverpool BT Convention Centre
and Echo Arena via a covered walkway.
Exhibition Centre Liverpool will also
include a public atrium, food and beverage
outlets, meeting rooms and a business
centre. The three exhibition halls will all
cover an area of 2,700m2 and will be
separated by movable walls. The facility
will be capable of hosting trade and
consumer exhibitions, concerts and sports

events on a national and international
scale.
It is estimated that the venue will

support 1,300 jobs and contribute £40M
per year in economic benefit to the
Merseyside area.

NEWS
IN BRIEF
The Steel Construction Institute
(SCI) has committed to write
a series of twelve steel and
composite technical design
articles for The Structural Engineer
magazine. Dr. Graham Couchman,
CEO of the SCI said: “This is a great
opportunity to engage with the
global engineering community.
Steel and composite design are
always evolving, and contributing
to this series will allow SCI to help
practicing structural engineers
stay up-to-date.”
Hempel’s Hempadur fast dry
17410 epoxy paint has been used
to protect most of the 10,000t of
steelwork on the Trinity Square
project in Gateshead. Steelwork
contractor William Hare is said to
have chosen the paint because
of its fast drying time of around
1.5 hours.
Tata Steel’s app
for steel section
properties
and member
capacities for
design to BS5950
and EC3 can be
downloaded
for free from
the Apple App store.
The Building Information
Modeling (BIM) software
provider Tekla has acquired
SVS Innovations’ construction
software business and its
advanced Field3D mobile
technology. The technology works
on mobile devices, enabling
workers on construction sites
to access complete 3D model
information for an entire building
on smartphones and tablets.
Voortman Steel Machinery
has opened the Voortman
Experience Center, a new
showroom and training facility for
customers of its steel processing
equipment. Located in Rijssen,
The Netherlands, the facility has
a 2,500m2 showroom with many
of the company’s products, office
space and an auditorium.
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News

AROUND
THE PRESS
Construction News
25 April 2014
Wates rethinks on its feet
[Crest Girls’ and Boys’ Academies]
– Focusing the larger spaces
through the basements into one
of the mutual buildings saw the
team move from the original
reinforced concrete frame design
to a steel framed solution.
Construction News
11 April 2014
Sports hall roof puts trust in
trusses
[City University, London] Campbell Reith associate Will
Shaw says: “There was no logical
alternative other than to build
CitySport using a steel frame.
We wanted open plan spaces
and needed steel to span those
distances.”

Research confirms steel has less
on-site environmental impact
A study comparing the onsite impacts of
steel and concrete structures for the same
inner city, multi-storey commercial project
has confirmed steel construction has a
lower environmental impact than in situ
concrete systems.
Carried out on behalf of the British
Constructional Steelwork Association,
the Steel Construction Institute (SCI)
compared the onsite impacts of a
composite, steel cellular beam structure
against a post-tensioned concrete solution.
The weight of materials used to

construct the concrete superstructure was
found to be 282% greater than materials
required for the steel building. This
confirmed that steel is more effective in
terms of resource efficiency and from an
end-of-life waste perspective.
The steel solution had a lower
embodied carbon impact than the concrete
option, while other sustainable benefits
of steel construction included a reduced
number of deliveries to site, less waste
generation and less transport of waste, and
a requirement for less onsite labour.

Steelwork completes Cardiff flue decoration
Caunton Engineering has completed the erection
of an architectural steel flue stack support for the
new £180M energy from waste (EfW) plant at
Trident Park in Cardiff.
The steelwork wraps around the flue, forming
an independent 90m-high structure. Caunton
erected the steel in five sections, with each one
trial erected at the fabrication yard - to make sure
the bolted connections were plumb - before being
delivered to site.
The initial four steel sections vary in height
from 15.2m up to 26m and consist of three
813mm diameter CHS columns, weighing up 15t
each, connected by a curved ring beam and steel
bracings. The fifth and final section consisted of
a single 14.8m-high continuation of one of the
columns, forming an architectural pinnacle to the
structure.
Jerry Sills, Caunton Engineering Project
Manager said: “The erection process took three
weeks, with the initial section taking one week as
it was the largest section.”
“We used two mobile cranes for the job and
one MEWP with a 90m long reach.”
Main contractor for the project is Lagan
Construction, while Tata Steel Projects are lead
designer.

Construction News
11 April 2014
Steel broadens civic
opportunities
[Redcar Leisure and Community
Heart] - A braced steel frame
was deemed the only viable
structural solution for the project
due to the variety of occupancy
across the development. As such,
to span the 20 m-wide pool hall
while supporting ductwork,
long spanning Fabsec cellular
beams are used. For the sports
hall, 35 m- long trusses are most
appropriate and for architectural
quality, exposed circular hollow
sections are used in the entrance
foyer.
Building Magazine
21 March 2014
How to make a library
readable
[Manchester Central Library]
– The [original steel] stacks
have been removed, with
the structural role they once
performed now undertaken by
a new steel frame outer ring
laid underneath the circular
perimeter of the reading room.
Project Scotland
March/April 2014
Steel solution for university
research facility
[Technology and Innovation
Centre, University of Strathclyde]
- “Flexibility as well as the
required long spans were
two of the main reasons for
choosing a steel frame solution,”
said Angus Macdonald, Struer
Project Engineer. “The Centre’s
requirements may change in
time and so laboratories and
offices may need to be enlarged
or service risers may require to
be reconfigured and this is much
easier to do with a steel frame.”
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Dr Graham Couchman, CEO of the SCI
said: “The steel sector advocates a whole
life, cradle to grave approach to quantify
the environmental impacts of buildings.
Although the sector has good data on steel
production, much less was known about
the onsite construction impacts of steel
based construction systems.
“As an essentially prefabricated system,
steel construction may be expected to have
a lower onsite environmental impact than
equivalent, in situ concrete systems and the
results of this study bear this out.”

New design software for composite deck design
Structural Metal Decks (SMD) has launched SMD Elements, a new
software package for composite deck and slab design.
Elements is said to provide a number of improvements over
the company’s previous design tool, such as an improved user
interface and support for Eurocode design.
“The main focus has been to provide improved functionality,
ease of use and flexibility to the user. A new loading interface and
3D slab display make producing slab designs simple, while the
ability to customise or auto-calculate design parameters allows
the calculation to be easily tailored to the needs of every project or
user,” said Jamie Turner, SMD Technical Director.
The Elements software package is available for free download
on the SMD website (http://smdltd.co.uk/elements) and a special
CPD event to support the launch is being held at the SMD

manufacturing facility near Leeds on Thursday 10 July. For more
information contact: technical@smdltd.co.uk

News

Curving Manchester’s iconic station roof begins
Steel sections profiled by Barnshaw Metal
Bending’s structural branch are to be
incorporated in 15 curved steel ribs on
the new roof of the £44M redevelopment
of Manchester’s Grade II-listed Victoria
Station.
The new £16M roof structure has been
designed to allow natural daylight to flood
the station. The 1.2m deep and 500mm
wide ribs were profiled by Barnshaw to
the required radii and then fabricated by
Severfield-Watson Structures into welded
box sections up to 24m long.

Once on site, the sections will be welded
together to form single ribs up to 96m
long.
A key design focus has been to achieve
as lightweight a roof structure as possible,
without compromising its strength. Steel
was selected ahead of heavier options,

Waste centre
gains from
specialist
supply

Barrett Steel launches
Irish division

The Irish steel construction sector is
set to get a boost as Barrett Steel has
launched an Engineering Division, at
Maghaberry, Northern Ireland.
David Reece, Commercial Manager,
Barrett Engineering Steel Division,
said: “We recognised the vast potential
in Ireland and seek to build on its
successes.
“This brand new business will
provide the power generation,
petrochemical, engineering, defence,
industrial plant and quarrying

such as timber. Additionally, the use of
lightweight, transparent and self-cleaning
ETFE cladding has enabled the steel ribs
to span further than if glazing had been
specified.
Gary Dooley, Project Manager for
Severfield-Watson Structures said: “We
have worked with Barnshaws on many
previous projects and the fact that they
also have a factory near Manchester made
our decision very easy.”
The project is due to complete in early
2015.

industries with an extensive range of
products and processing facilities.”
As well as offering a wide range of
black and bright engineering bar in both
carbon and alloy grades, the division
provides services such as sawing,
drilling, heat treatment, testing and
grinding.
Despite challenging times in the
industry Barrett Steel reported a near
50% increase in pre-tax profits as
sales increased for the financial year to
September 2013.

Metsec has supplied a range of purlins
and side rails for the construction of the
secondary steel structure at the new Viridor
Energy from Waste (EfW) facility in Ardley,
Oxfordshire.
Constructed adjacent to Viridor’s
existing landfill site by lead contractor
Clugston Construction, Ardley EfW is a
£200M waste management site that serves
energy recovery through the incineration of
non-hazardous, residual waste.

Approximately 300,000t of waste will be
processed at the site annually, to produce
energy when the plant becomes fully
operational later this year.
The steelwork contractor Bourne Steel’s
Project Manager, Kevin Springett, said:
“Metsec’s ability to deliver the specified
components to site within a fairly narrow
timeframe was crucial to the project.
Despite short notice, they delivered the
material promptly.”
“Within eight months the secondary
steel structure went up 35m over ground
level, as part of the superstructure that
was erected around the EfW plant. At
229m long, varying from 38m to 70m wide
and from 29m to 70m high, it really is an
impressive facility.”

Diary
For SCI events contact Jane Burrell, tel: 01344 636500 email: education@steel-sci.com
Tuesday 10 June 2014
Light Gauge Steel Design
This course introduces the uses and
applications of light gauge steel in
construction, before explaining in detail the
methods employed by Eurocode 3 for
designing light gauge steel members in
bending and compression and calculation of
section properties
(1 day course) Leicestershire
Tuesday 17 June 2014
Multi-Storey building design with ease:
Using on-line design tools Part 2
Continuing the theme of practical design to

EC3 using design tools, this session will cover
struts, columns in simple construction and
frame stability
1 hour webinar
Tuesday 8 July 2014
Portal Frame Design
Portal frames account for around 50% of the
structural steel used in the UK. For many years
design has been in accordance with BS 5950.
Increasingly design to the Eurocodes are being
specified, and are likely to as more software is
released. The course aims to provide in-depth
coverage of the major issues surrounding the
analysis, design and (crucially) the detailing of

portal frames. The course covers frame design
to BS EN 1993-1-1.
(1 day course) Bristol
Tuesday 15 July 2014
Multi-storey building design to EC3 with
ease: Using online design tools - Part 3
This 3rd and final webinar will continue to use
design tools to demonstrate design to EC3 for
Robustness, Connections and Fire Design
1 hour webinar
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Healthcare

Visualisation of how
the reconfigured
East Wing will
improve the hospital

FACT FILE
St Thomas’ Hospital
East Wing project,
London
Main client:
Guy’s and St Thomas’
NHS Foundation Trust
Architect:
Hopkins Architects
Main contractor: ISG
Structural engineer:
Arup
Steelwork contractor:
Bourne Steel
Steel tonnage: 300t
Project Value: £27M
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Steel cure for hospital
The East Wing building at St Thomas’ Hospital has historically been blighted
by water ingress. In order to remedy the situation the structure is being reclad with steel and glass. Martin Cooper reports.

S

ituated on the south bank of the
River Thames, facing the Houses
of Parliament, St Thomas’ Hospital
has been an important London
landmark since moving to its present
location in 1871.
Originally established in the Middle
Ages on a site near London Bridge, it has a
long and distinguished history and today
St Thomas’ is a world renowned teaching
hospital.
The appearance of the current site has
changed a lot over the years, as many of the
original Victorian wards were destroyed
during the Second World War and a number
of new structures were added in the 1950s
and 60s.
One of these more recent additions is the

concrete framed 13-storey East Wing tower,
a building opened in the early 1960s and
unfortunately blighted by water penetration
for most of its lifetime.
To solve this building’s structural
problem, transform its appearance and
improve the functionality a £27M project
is under way that will give the tower a new
glazed façade, two atria and a new shape.
The project includes the installation of
new rooftop steelwork that will support
glazing on the western façade (overlooking
the Houses of Parliament), while further
additions of structural steelwork will infill
the T-shaped building with two atria creating
an on-plan half diamond-shaped structure.
Main contractor ISG’s work also includes
restoring the existing building’s exterior slate

cladding and teak windows. These elevations
will now be essentially interiors, inside the
new atria or protected from the elements by
the western façade.
Actually getting materials on site
has been one of the main challenges for
the construction team. Work has been
complicated by the fact that the East Wing is
located at the heart of the hospital campus,
surrounded by other buildings and lacking
direct access routes for large deliveries of
plant or materials.
The 200-bed capacity building
accommodates cardiology services, two
intensive care units, admission wards
alongside clinical suites and offices, teaching
facilities and ancillary plant and storage
areas. Throughout the duration of the project

Healthcare

Maintenance
balconies are
positioned within
the new façade

Competition kick
starts project

The project includes new rooftop
steelwork that will support
glazing on the western façade
while further additions of
structural steelwork will infill the
T-shaped building with two atria.
all of these facilities have to remain fully
operational adding another unique challenge
to the construction project.
To overcome the access problem ISG set
up a tower crane adjacent to the East Wing to
undertake a lot of the lifting, with no room
on site for any other cranes.
As far as helping to keep the hospital
facilities working as normally as possible
ISG has a number of ongoing strategies.
Fraser Tanner, ISG Senior Project Manager
explains. “We are in constant consultation
with the hospital to mitigate potential
disruption and communicate with hospital
staff on a daily basis to advise when and
where we will be working.”
Using structural steelwork for this project
has been advantageous as the tower crane

can lift most of the elements straight into
position so they can be erected immediately
upon arrival, and by prefabricating some
steel elements the team has reduced the
amount of on-site work and the possibility of
unwanted noise.
Bourne Steel has fabricated, supplied
and erected much of the project’s steelwork,
including a prefabricated and modular lift
shaft to accommodate two new patients lifts
in the eastern atria.
“We fabricated, delivered and installed
the shaft in two-storey high modules which
were light enough for the tower crane to lift
into position before they were bolted into
place,” explains Kevin Clarke, Bourne Steel
Divisional Director.
Prior to installing the lift shaft, Bourne
Steel erected the floor steelwork for the two
atria. Formed with a series of 600mm ×
400mm jumbo box sections they have been
installed at second floor level above a triple
height basement. Supporting the floors are
CHS columns and one feature Y-shaped
column at the front that also supports the
atria glazing.
“The positioning of the columns is very
irregular and their installation was one of
the biggest challenges due to the amount

The East Wing project was procured via a high profile RIBA competition
to select an architect and main contractor team that could transform the
poorly performing building with a modern cladding solution to enhance its
environmental performance, upgrade facilities for patients and staff, and
dramatically improve the building’s aesthetics on the capital’s skyline.
The 2010 competition was won by a team comprising of ISG and
Hopkins Architects, who have since worked closely with Arup to develop
their plans for the building.
The team started on site in March 2013 and is expected to complete the
work by the end of this year.

Stainless steel rods
support the façade’s
steelwork
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Diagram showing the
steelwork additions to
the East Wing

Visualisation of the
completed building

Temporary steel
supports the atrium
until the floors are
cast

One of the atria’s
trusses is assembled
before being lifted
into place

Hot Finished
& Cold Formed
Structural
Hollow
Sections
grade s355j2h
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of services hidden below the site,” explains
Christian Dercks, Arup Structural Engineer.
Each of the triangular atria floors
cantilevers 2m at the southern tip over low
level adjacent buildings. A 1.2m deep truss
in each atria supports the cantilevers via
bolted connections to the existing East Wing
structure.
The trusses have to support ten levels of
atria and are consequently formed from large
400mm × 400mm box sections.
Forming the outside elevation of the
triangular atria are 30m long CHS trusses
positioned at every second floor. Brought
to site in three sections, these trusses were
welded on site before being lifted into place
and fixed to the existing building via bolted
connections.
The atria roofs will be constructed from
ETFE cushions in a rhomboid configuration
to shade direct sunlight from the south,
while permitting softer indirect light from
the north to naturally illuminate the internal
space.
Meanwhile the second steelwork element
of the project is the new roof and hanging
façade for the west elevation. Bourne Steel
has erected a new roof with a series of 15m
long rafters that cantilever out by 2.5m.
From these rafters a lightweight steel
grillage supporting maintenance balconies for
each floor is hung via stainless steel tie rods.
The front of the grillage is glazed forming a
new bright and watertight façade.
Sustainability and environmental
performance are also key aspects of the ISG
and Hopkins Architects solution, and the
re-clad design incorporates a range of passive
controls to maintain comfortable ambient
temperatures within the building.

RAINHAM STEEL
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Connecting new steelwork to existing concrete structures

Dr Richard
Henderson (SCI)

Roof garden

Dr Richard Henderson of the SCI discusses supporting new steelwork off existing concrete structures
illustrated by the work at St Thomas’ Hospital.

T

he process of designing the connections
for the new steelwork started with
confirming the ability of the existing
reinforced concrete structure to carry
the additional loads. The original structure of
the hospital East Wing was designed in the
late 1950s and built in the early 1960s. Archive
material included the as-built GAs, sections and
reinforcement drawings which showed the bar
sizes and position of laps. Cover meter surveys
were carried out where fixings to the concrete
were to be made to confirm the position of
the reinforcement. The results of the surveys
generally corresponded with the drawings which
therefore proved to be of real value.
The hospital was fully operational during
the works so, to accommodate this, most
connections were designed to be fixed from
the outside. For heavier loads, the connections
were designed with fixings bolted through
the concrete. The new steel structures at the
second floor of the atria involved the transfer
of loads of up to 1 MN to the lift shaft and stair
well and required through-bolts. Brackets were
designed using the existing reinforcement
details including an allowance for reinforcement
being displaced relative to the nominal position.
This strategy proved to be successful in most
cases. Where the reinforcement position was not
within the allowance, holes were drilled and a
template made. A special bracket was then made
from the template.

Lighter loads such as those for the west
façade were transferred to the existing concrete
using face-fixed connections. The arrangement
of this type of bracket should be such that
adjustment can be made to the position of the
bolts to accommodate reinforcement. Brackets
can be designed with slotted holes or multiple
holes to provide alternative bolt positions.
It is common to percussion-drill holes for
new fixings to existing concrete structures
instead of using diamond drilling to avoid
the risk of cutting reinforcement. If a bar is
encountered, it is possible to reposition the
hole and re-drill, without having permanently
weakened the existing structure.

Head Office: 01708 522311 Fax: 01708 559024

In general, anchors into existing concrete
can either be expanding anchors which apply a
bursting force to the concrete or resin anchors
which form an adhesive bond inside the hole.
Resin anchors can generally be positioned
closer together or closer to edges of concrete
elements than expanding anchors and still
provide their design resistance.
In summary, when designing connections
to existing concrete structures: use archive
material (if available); carry out a cover-meter
survey; use percussion drilling; design brackets
with alternative hole positions or slotted holes;
use through-bolts for heavier loads; use resin
anchors if smaller bolt-groups are required.

Bury Office: 01617 962889 Fax: 01617 962921

e-mail: sales@rainhamsteel.co.uk

www.rainhamsteel.co.uk
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Airport

Hangar
cleared for
take off
The installation of a 100m long steel
truss has helped enlarge an existing
hangar at Bournemouth Airport,
allowing the structure to house
larger aircraft.

I

n November 2008 Bournemouth
International Airport was voted the
world’s third best airport in the Daily
Telegraph’s Travel Awards. Quite an
accolade for a regional facility that had
limited facilities and a negligible roster of
regular flights.
Since then the airport has undergone a
rapid expansion with the addition of more
flights and new departures and arrivals
terminals opening in 2010 and 2011 (NSC
May 2011) respectively.
To maintain its improving regional status,
further enhancements are planned, one of
which is the extension to Hangar 12, work
which will allow the building to house the
latest aircraft – planes that are too big to fit
into a structure originally built in the 1990s.
Working with main contractor Civils
Contracting and Megadoor, an aircraft door
specialist, REIDsteel has erected the hangar
extension, a structure that has a 100m clear
span, is 12m deep and 21m clear to the top of
the central hangar door.
The extension is formed by a pair of
spliced trusses, each 50m long and 5m deep,
which are supported on four 18m high
columns.
For stability the extension is connected
to the original structure by bracing at eaves
level in order for the gable wind loads to be
transferred into the existing bracing system.
With such a large clear span and no
temporary towers or intermediate columns
to provide restraint in the temporary
FACT FILE
Extension to Hangar 12, condition, it was decided to assemble both
Bournemouth Airport trusses together at ground level in order to
form a stable box truss.
Main contractor:
“The pair of trusses were unusually
Civils Contracting
Structural engineer: difficult to design, manufacture and erect,”
CTP
says Richard Hanson, REIDsteel Project
Steelwork contractor: Engineer. “The roof apex height could be
REIDsteel
no higher than the existing hangar’s ridge,
Steel tonnage: 200t
although the clear height had to be higher.
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The pair of frames also had to resist the thrust
from door posts at varying heights which
induced substantial torsion in the assembly.”
The doors span the full 100m width of the
structure and had to be suspended from the
frame. The tolerances were very tight and the
weight of the assembly made adjustment of
the doors after the lift virtually impossible.
“The assembly of a three dimensional and
heavily braced structure requires very exact
fabrication and erection, and the sequence of
build and lift needs exquisite control,” adds
Mr Hanson.
Prior to working on site a lot of design
coordination between REIDsteel and
Megadoor was required to ensure there
would be no design clashes. It was imperative
that steelwork would not interfere with
the working mechanisms of the hangar’s
vertically lifting doors.
The trusses were assembled on trestles

positioned close to the existing hangar. The
trestles had to be designed for a number
of phases, always allowing for a safe and
efficient sequence of erection. BIM software
was used to view sequential load cases which
had to be analysed as several separate models
for each phase.
A removable A-frame was designed
into the truss to allow for safe erection and
dismantling. At each end of the assembly
two universal beams fed the loads of the
structure into bespoke lifting equipment
made up of steel plates and a thick cylinder
acting as a pin that was designed to accept the
substantial shackles of the crane lifting gear.
Once the pre-assembly work had been
carried out the 140t truss was lifted into
position using a 500t and a 1,000t capacity
crane.
The weather needed to be calm for lifting
such a large piece of steelwork. However, the

Airport

Two cranes lift the
truss into place

unpredictable and windy British weather
during December meant the procedure was
initially delayed by two weeks. Then finally
the wind dropped and the programme was
brought forward 24 hours to take advantage
of a perfectly still day.
“With the help of Civils Contracting and
Bournemouth International Airport, we
were given the green light to go ahead with
the lift,” says REIDsteel Designer, Richard
Callaghan.
Last minute adjustments were made to
connections so the team could be as certain
as possible that the shape would be right
after the lift. A significant and precise precamber had to be designed and detailed into
the assembly, given that the final shape of the
frame could not project above the apex of the
original hangar nor be outside the onerous
tolerances required for the door installation.
“All personnel were on site early and

“The assembly of a three
dimensional and heavily braced
structure requires very exact
fabrication and erection, and
the sequence of build and lift
needs exquisite control.”
ready to lift the frame as soon as the light
permitted. The complex nature of a lift of this
magnitude merited the earliest start possible
due to the hire cost of the large cranes,”
explains Mr Callaghan
“When the frame was lifted off the trestles
and the lifting gear looked solid, I could
relax a little. As time went on, and the truss
was slowly lifted into place, it was only
connecting the frame to the

columns which remained a concern. As
expected, bolting the frame into place proved
a long and laborious process. However,
thanks to the hard work and level heads of
our team of erectors, the connections were
successfully completed.”
All in all, the REIDsteel project team
says the day proved to be a success. The lift
started promptly, the weather remained
calm, the truss was lifted into place safely, the
difficult connections were overcome and the
client and the main contractor were happy
to see their frame safely installed in between
some of the worst weather experienced in
many years.
Once the steelwork was complete
REIDsteel began cladding the exterior
in order to allow the door to be fitted
and installed, and the remaining internal
floor slab to be laid. Hangar 12 is due for
completion in May.
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The final phase of
the project was the
construction of the
Main Stand

Steel scores at rugby
stadium upgrade
FACT FILE
Ravenhill Stadium,
Belfast
Main client:
Irish Rugby Football
Union
Architect:
Holmes Miller/
Hamilton Architects
Main contractor:
Gilbert Ash
Structural engineer:
Horgan Lynch/WYG
Steelwork contractor:
Ballykine Structural
Engineers
Steel tonnage: 800t
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Three new stands have been added to Belfast’s Ravenhill rugby ground during
a phased construction programme that allowed the stadium to remain open.

R

avenhill Stadium in south
east Belfast is the home and
administrative centre for the game
of rugby union in Ulster as well as
the ground of the city’s professional rugby
club (Ulster). As such it is an important
regional facility, but one that has been held
back from hosting major games, such as the
latter stages of European rugby’s Heineken
Cup, by only having a capacity of 11,400.
To rectify this situation, a two phase
redevelopment programme kicked off 2008
when a £5.5M stand, boasting 20 high-spec
corporate boxes, 532 premier seats, and bar
and restaurant facilities, was constructed.
Following on from this work, the second
phase has just been completed. Phase two
has seen main contractor Gilbert Ash

demolish and replace the old grandstand
and build two new stands at the ends of the
ground, resulting in an increased stadium
capacity of 18,000.
Importantly for the local rugby scene,
construction work for phase two was
staggered, with one stand built at a time
during an 18 month programme. This
allowed the stadium to remain open
throughout the work, albeit with a slightly
reduced capacity.
Two new stands at either end of the
ground were the first to be constructed
early last year. Work began on the Memorial
End Stand, which provides seating for
approximately 2,400 spectators with
terracing for a further 1,350 fans. It also
houses a shop, bar/catering facilities and the

Nevin Spence Centre - a new heritage and
education facility which will celebrate the
evolution of the game and its positive role in
contributing to a healthy lifestyle.
Both the Memorial and Family Stands
were built simultaneously, although the steel
programmes were staggered with one stand
following the other.
The Family Stand is the stadium’s new
family area and provides covered seating
for 2,100 people with terracing for a further
1,300 fans. The stand is also the Ulster
rugby team’s new training base, housing a
gym, meeting rooms and an indoor training
surface.
“The Memorial and Family Stands are
very similar requiring 200t and 250t of steel;
we erected them in two weeks and two and

Sport

a half weeks respectively,” says Ian Kerr,
Ballykine Structural Engineers Managing
Director.
When both ends of the stadium were
completed, work was able to start on the
main grandstand at the end of last year.
After the old structure was demolished, the
largest and longest steel programme was
undertaken as Ballykine spent four and a
half weeks erecting the new Main Stand.
This structure has a capacity of 3,450
seated and 3,400 standing spectators. It also
accommodates the player’s tunnel, team
changing rooms and associated facilities, as
well as corporate and public catering areas.
Construction of each of the stands
followed a similar schedule of demolition
of the existing structure, groundworks,
steel erection, concrete terrace installation,
cladding and general fit-out.
Kevin Callaghan, Horgan Lynch Project
Engineer says: “The three steel frames
are each fully braced with the addition of
moment connections to mitigate against
dynamic loading. We also use lift shafts to
provide additional stability.”
The three structures are built around
similar grid patterns, 6.8m for the end
stands and 7.4m for the main stand. The
steel frames incorporate 15m long raking
beams forming the terrace and seating areas.
Ballykine delivered the raking beams to site
complete with brackets, welded in place,
ready to accept the precast terrace units.
The Memorial End and the Main
Grandstand both contain three internal
floor levels, while the Family Stand has four
floors, as it contains an extra basement level
housing the indoor training facilities.
For the entire construction programme
the stadium’s pitch was strictly off limits
to the project team, consequently all plant
equipment such as cranes and MEWPs had
to be positioned to the rear of each stand.
However this was not possible on the
Family Stand and so its basement level
proved to be invaluable to Ballykine during
its steel erection programme as Mr Kerr
explains. “The two other stands have either
a car park or an access road behind them,
providing room to position cranes. However,
there is a school directly behind the Family
Stand so we had to use a temporary ramp to
get our crane into the basement and erect
the structure from within its own footprint.”
All of the stands are topped by cantilever
roofs formed with a series of 20.1m long ×
1.13m deep cellular beams, each weighing 3t.
These are the project’s longest and
heaviest steel elements and getting these
members on to site proved to be a major
challenge. Two sides of the ground
(Family and Main Grandstand) can only
be accessed via the Memorial Arch, a war
monument positioned in the car park next
to the Memorial Stand. The arch is a local

The two new stands
at either end were in
use while the Main
Stand was still under
construction

landmark and could not be removed or
altered in any way during the construction
works.
The arch is only 1.5m wide and so
movements of plant equipment and
deliveries of materials were restricted.
The rafters for the Family Stand had to go
through the arch and then around the back
of the old main grandstand, which had yet
to be demolished and replaced, to get to the
work site.
“They would initially fit through the arch
on a traiier, but as the old grandstand was
still there, it prevented the long vehicles from
making it around the very tight corner,” says
Mr Kerr.
The solution was to offload the rafters at
site and transport them individually through
the Memorial Arch to the Family Stand
using a forklift that Ballykine brought to
Ravenhill from its fabrication yard.
The rafters for each of the stands were
erected minus their purlins, as they would
have hindered the terrace unit’s installation.
Bringing these precast elements to site and
then lifting them into place presented the

contractor with the same challenges the
steelwork contractor had encountered. As
cranes could only stand to the rear of the
stands, the terrace units had to be lifted over
and then through the steel roof rafters.
The completely rebuilt stadium hosted its
first game, the Heineken Cup quarter final
between Ulster and Saracens on 5 April.
Following this match, further fit-out was
carried out prior to the official opening this
month (May).

No plant equipment
was allowed on the
pitch
The completed stadium
opened in May
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No drama for new steel trusses
FACT FILE
The Space Project,
Manchester
Main client:
Manchester City
Council
Architect:
PRP Architects
Main contractor:
Willmott Dixon
Structural engineer:
Integra Consulting
Engineers
Steelwork contractor:
EvadX
Steel tonnage: 450t
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An existing steel framed structure has been incorporated into a drama
production hub with a series of new transfer trusses replacing internal
columns to create open plan spaces.

G

reater Manchester has become
a hub for the UK’s media
sector as is evidenced by the
rapid expansion of its drama
production facilities.
A number of high profile TV series for
the BBC, ITV and Channel 4 are already
produced in the city and further demand for
production space is expected. As existing
facilities are already full to capacity a new
production space is under construction and
will open this month (May).
Known as The Space Project, it is located
at Gorton, close to Manchester city centre,
and so called because it will include more
than 5,100m2 of dedicated studio space
split into five purpose built, sound proofed
production stages.
Sue Woodward, Space Project Director
explains: “Demand has grown to the
extent that we have had to repeatedly turn

productions away. This, coupled with the
tax incentive programme, made a sound
business case for investment. There was
already huge interest in our new site, even
before the steel was on site.”
Three of the stages (3, 4 and 5) are being
built inside an existing steel structure,
formerly used by Fujitsu Computers, while
a steel framed extension to this building will
house two more stages (1 and 2).
Notable features of the new facility
include a dedicated two-storey support
space adjacent to stages 3, 4 and 5 that will
accommodate dressing rooms, showers, a
laundry and production offices.
Meanwhile, to the rear of the building
the overall site will also boast a 900m2 standalone steel portal frame prop workshop.
A lightweight steel canopy is connected
to both the stage building and the prop
workshop, forming a covered roadway

that will allow sets/props to be transferred
between the two areas, without being subject
to inclement weather.
Work on the project began last year with
main contractor Willmott Dixon’s initial
task to demolish a portion of the existing
structure.
“This part of the building was an office
area which had a layout unsuitable for
our needs and so it was demolished,” says
James Hackett, PRP Architects Associate.
“However, the rest of the building consisted
of three large computer assembly halls
which were suitable to integrate into our
new facility and so this was retained and
converted into three production stages.”
The retention of as much of the existing
structure as possible was a cost-effective and
sustainable option. Once the offices were demolished existing slab and foundations were
also incorporated into the new building.

Entertainment

A protuding beam
signposts the studio
entrance

1

3

2

4
The existing structure’s
internal columns are
being removed, once a
truss has been installed,
to create a column-free
drama stage

“The structure’s original design drawings
were available so, along with intrusive
investigation works, we were able to verify
the size of the foundations. Subsequent
loading analyses ensured the new steel
structure could utilise the existing pad
foundations,” says Rory Harris, Integra
Consulting Engineers Director.
There had been a movement joint
between the offices and assembly halls,
which formed a natural spilt in the original
structure.
“We recreated this movement joint when
we erected the new steel frame, effectively
creating a separate new build structure from
the old structure,” adds Mr Harris.
The steel framed extension is a braced
standalone structure, fully independent
from the existing building. It accommodates
stages 1 and 2, the largest of the five spaces.
Both of these stages are 9.4m high, offering
1,039m2 and 987m2 of internal column free
space respectively.
The perimeter columns are spaced
at 7.2m centres, matching the original
structure’s foundations. However the roof
trusses needed to be at 3.6m centres, so
every second truss is connected to adjacent

1. New structure containing
stages 1 & 2
2. Existing structure containing
stages 3, 4 & 5
3. Canopy
4. Workshop

columns via transfer beams.
“The roof trusses not only create the
open plan stage areas but their bottom
chord is used to hang equipment, lighting
and cameras. It was calculated that a 3.6m
spacing was the optimum distance for
production set equipment,” says Mr Harris.
Steelwork contractor EvadX brought
these 2m deep trusses to site in two 12m
long sections. They were spliced together on
the ground before being lifted into position
using one mobile crane.
“All of the stages have sound separation
partitions for enhanced acoustic
performance,” explains Jaime Lowther,
Willmott Dixon Project Manager. “This
means all of the steelwork connections
are acoustically isolated, including the
connections between the old and new build
parts of the project.”
Stages 1 and 2 are purpose built column
free facilities within a new steel framed
structure. However, the large spaces within
the existing building were originally
designed with a central spine row of
columns, steelwork that has been removed
to form the desired open stage areas.
For each of the stages (3, 4 and 5) EvadX

designed and installed a 2.5m deep × 30m
long transfer truss, running east to west (the
existing roof trusses are in a north south
configuration) to support the roofs and
allow the spine columns to be removed.
New columns were installed, two at either
end of the stage, to support the trusses.
“As there was no room for cranes inside
the existing building we had to install the
steelwork using a forklift truck along with
a couple of MEWPs. The steel was brought
to site in 5m long sections and had to be
inserted through and connected to the old
steelwork,” says Gareth Jones, EvadX Project
Manager.
“The client was concerned about ponding
on the existing roofs, so after the transfer
trusses were installed and supporting the
roofs, we jacked up the apex by 40mm.”
Temporary works were needed to
support the transfer trusses until they were
complete and the jacking of the roof was
finished.
“However, prior to dismantling the
temporary works we had to remove four
steel spine columns from each of the three
halls using oxy acetylene cutters,” concludes
Mr Jones.
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Station redevelopment
on track with steel
London Bridge station is being completely rebuilt in a rolling programme
that allows it to remain open for business at all times. Martin Cooper reports
on steelwork’s important role.

S

erving more than 54m passengers
every year London Bridge railway
station is one of the UK’s busiest
transport hubs and one that is
predicted to get busier year on year.
To cope with the increasing number of
passengers the station is being redeveloped
as part of the government sponsored £6.5bn
Thameslink Programme. The work includes
converting three of the nine terminating
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platforms to through platforms.
This – along with the installation of a new
viaduct - will remove a notorious bottleneck
to the west of the station. More trains will
run with Tube-like frequency, every 2-3
minutes at peak times, through central
London by 2018, while pressure on the
Underground network will be eased.
All 15 platforms are being rebuilt
to be covered by strikingly designed

undulating canopies of steel and aluminium,
incorporating clerestorey windows with
north-facing glass that will let light flood the
platforms and the new and larger concourse
being built directly below at street level.
Dave Ward, Network Rail Route
Managing Director, says: “This huge
investment in rebuilding London Bridge
station will transform rail travel for millions
of people across London and the south east.

Transport

FACT FILE
London Bridge station redevelopment
Main client: Network Rail
Architect: Grimshaw
Main contractor: Costain
Structural engineer: Hyder WSP JV
Steelwork contractor for bridge decks:
Cleveland Bridge
Steelwork contractor for platform canopies:
Severfield-Watson Structures
Steel tonnage: 7,000t

Kalzip clad
prefabricated
cassettes form
the station’s
undulating roof

Kalzip for roofs
Tata Steel’s Kalzip is a leading standing seam roofing and
wall cladding system, and over 80M square metres have been
installed worldwide.
The product is suitable for both warm and cold
constructions of any shape including curved, tapered and any

Rebuilding the
platforms two at a time
allows London Bridge
station to remain open

By 2018, London Bridge will be the most
modern station in Britain with more space,
better connections and great facilities.
“Keeping London Bridge open for
passengers while we rebuild it is a critical
and challenging part of the Thameslink
Programme. Construction goes on as much
as possible behind the scenes without
impacting on passengers. But there will be
times each year between now and 2018 when

pitch from 1.5 degrees upwards.
The product’s low weight, durability, speed of construction
and adaptability make it equally suitable for new build or
refurbishment projects.
A Kalzip roof can be anything from a single skin solution
to a sophisticated high performance system that incorporates
integral components and accessories.

A total of 29
bridge decks will
be installed by
Cleveland Bridge

services into the station will need to change.”
To keep passenger disruption to a
minimum, the works are being undertaken
in a sequential manner, with platforms being
upgraded two at a time, thereby leaving the
station with 13 ‘live’ platforms throughout
the construction programme.
So far the project team has completed
platforms 15 and 14, which re-opened to
the public at the end of March. Work is

now progressing towards the completion of
platforms 13 and 12, which should be ready
in June.
Central to the project is the creation of
the new concourse that requires some of the
Victorian arches on which London Bridge
station is founded to be demolished. They are
being replaced with new steel bridge decks
to support the platforms and rail tracks. This
will create a new ground level concourse that
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“This huge investment in
rebuilding London Bridge will
transform rail travel for millions
of people.”

View of underside of
bridge decks showing the
mountings, known as the
elephant’s ears, that support
the platforms above

will be larger than the pitch at Wembley Stadium and will provide more space and easier
connections to rail services located above.
Typically the programme follows a routine schedule with demolition work leading
the way. Once the arches supporting two
platforms have been removed, groundworks
for the new concourse will start, allowing
steelwork contractor Cleveland Bridge to
begin erecting new bridge decks to replace
the arches.
“In total we will erect 29 bridge decks
(spans) during a number of sequential visits,
adding up to about 4,000t, with the last ones
erected in early 2017,” explains Ben Binden,
Cleveland Bridge Project Manager. “Each of
the visits requires us to erect either three or
four decks depending on their position, and
having completed the work for platforms
14/15 and 12/13 we’ve installed seven decks
so far.”
Three pairs of 910mm deep plate girders,
up to 30m long and weighing 55t, form each
deck.
“There is very little room on site, so once
a pair of fully welded girders arrive on site
they are lifted into place immediately,” says
Mr Binden. “We erect the three or four spans
in one eight to 14 day programme and then
leave site and wait to be called back when
the overall construction schedule has moved
onto the next set of arches.”
Once the bridge beams and bracing are
in place, main contractor Costain casts the
decks, encasing the beams but leaving the
bottom flange exposed. The decks then form
the slab supporting the new tracks and precast platform units, while the bottom flange,
which is weathering steel, is covered with

Nationwide delivery of all Structural Steel Sections

RAINHAM
Phone: 01708 522311 Fax: 01708 559024
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Prefabricated cassettes cut on-site work time
been assembled at Severfield-Watson’s Bolton
factory the project’s M&E contractor installs the
services and the cladding contractor, using Kalzip
roofing, forms the cassette’s individual canopy roof.
The completed cassettes are then delivered
to site in loads of up to three units per truck and

In total 1,200 prefabricated steel cassettes will
be installed by Severfield-Watson, with each
one a bespoke unit due to the changing rooftop
geometry.
They are 9m deep by 3m wide and fabricated
from galvanized I-section rafters. Once they have

cedar cladding as part of the concourse roof.
“Weathering steel was chosen for the
bottom flanges because it won’t need to
be painted in the future,” explains Peter
Anstock, Structural Lead for Hyder WSP.
“This cuts down on maintenance work
and the future need to close areas of the
concourse for repainting works.”
Steel is also playing a leading role on top
of the bridge decks where Severfield-Watson
Structures is delivering a further 3,000t of
steelwork.
“Our steel erection programme begins
with a connection to Cleveland’s bridge
decks,” explains Nick Scott, SeverfieldWatson Structures Contracts Manager.
“This steel, that we call the ‘elephant’s
ears’, supports a steel plinth that acts as a
mounting for the precast platform units and
the canopy columns.”
Once the precast platform units have been
installed, which is also part of SeverfieldWatson’s remit, the company then has to

because they only weigh 2.5t each they are lifted
into place by one of the site’s tower cranes.
Severfield-Watson is producing about 10 of these
units every week and Network Rail estimates that
the prefabricated cassettes are saving weeks off the
programme, as less on-site work is required.

erect a series of 3.8m high Y-shaped columns
spaced at 15m centres. The columns are
connected via spine beams that help support
a series of prefabricated steel cassettes
(see box above), that in turn form the
station’s feature curving canopy as well as
accommodating services.
In order to ensure the erection
programme ran as smoothly as possible
Severfield-Watson has undertaken a trial
assembly of a 54m long canopy prior to
starting work on site.
“Future maintenance of the canopy could
have been an issue for the client, the trial
assured Network Rail that they could easily
gain access to the services once the project
was completed,” adds John Parker, Senior
Technical Director for Hyder WSP.
The redevelopment of London Bridge
station will complete the wider London
Bridge Quarter scheme, a high profile project
that also includes The Shard, The Place and a
new bus station.

s275 & s355 grades
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The academy will
amalgamate two
Consett schools

Regeneration in the frame
FACT FILE
Consett Academy and
Leisure Centre
Main client:
Durham County
Council
Architect: Seymour
Harris
Main contractor:
Carillion
Structural engineer:
TPS
Steelwork contractor:
Harry Marsh
(Engineers)
Steel tonnage: 900t

The academy
part of the project
incorporates numerous
cellular beams for
efficiency
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A steel framed academy and leisure centre form part of the ongoing
regeneration of a once prominent steel making town.

C

onsett has a long and illustrious
connection to the steel industry,
as for more than 140 years the
town was one of the world’s most
important steel making centres, providing
the material for the Blackpool Tower and
the UK’s early nuclear submarines.
Sadly in 1980 the steelworks closed
down, followed by the local coalmines,
heralding the end of heavy industry in this
part of County Durham.

Very few historical reminders of the
steelworks exist today, although steel is
continually playing a vital role on a number
of large-scale regeneration schemes that
have taken place in Consett, including new
industrial estates and distribution centres.
The latest development to use steel is
the Consett Academy and Leisure Centre,
currently under construction on the town’s
former football ground.
The academy will replace and bring
together students from two existing
colleges, while the leisure centre will
supersede a current facility located nearby.
The two distinct facilities of the project
are part of one large steel framed structure,
measuring more than 120m long × 32m
wide. Both will have their own main
entrances at either end of the building,
while internally the academy and leisure
centre will be separated by secure lockdown
doors, allowing them to either operate
independently or as one large centre during
academic sports times.
This dividing line which splits the steel
frame in half was consequently also chosen
as the best point to locate an integral
expansion joint that was needed as the
frame is so long.
Structurally the building is a braced
frame utilising the diaphragm action of

the slab for overall stability. The slabs are
formed with approximately 8,000m2 of Tata
Steel ComFlor 60 metal decking with a
150mm deep concrete topping.
The academy’s steelwork is
predominantly based around a 7.5m grid
pattern with intermediate secondary beams
spaced at 3.75m centres.
The academy part of the steel frame
is mostly three-storeys high, with the
exception of a triple height central entrance
hall and atrium, and a ground floor double
height drama hall.
The entrance hall and atrium is one
of the main features of the building. It is
centrally placed and runs nearly the full
length of the academy. Classrooms are
located either side of this large central space
with corridors and balconies overlooking
the void.
Approximately 230t of cellular beams
have been used throughout the project for
service integration and efficiency. Spanning
the entrance hall and atrium, a series of
cellular beams up to 17m long and painted
white for aesthetic reasons have been
erected.
“The beams will be left exposed within
the completed building and support a series
of roof lights; they have been painted white
to accentuate their appearance and help

This version has a lot of very interesting new
features and quite promising new workflows.”
- Comment from Tekla Structures 20 test user

Why wait?
Choosing Tekla Structures 20 makes planning and managing fabrication and detailing workflows more
efficient – be it in the design office or on the shop floor. Collaborate better throughout the value chain with
enhanced interoperability with other software solutions.
After you download the new version, you can benefit from more efficient and productive modelling, while
the new features let you visualise and create solid welds, including automatic weld preparations.

Why wait - improve your workflow and download now

teklastructures.com
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brighten up the atrium,” says Neil Gibson,
Harry Marsh Project Manager.
On the opposite side of the expansion
joint, the leisure centre is predominantly a
two-storey high frame, with the majority of
its floorplan taken up by two large double
height areas that accommodate an aquatics
zone and a sports hall.
Because the site incorporates a slope,
the leisure centre’s ground floor adjoins
the academy’s first floor. However, some
excavation work has taken place to create
basement areas for the leisure centre
that accommodate gymnasiums and the
swimming pools.
About one third of the leisure centre
accommodates the aquatic zone which has
two swimming pools, one that is 25m long
and another 12m long learner pool.
Creating the open spaces for the
pools are two rows of 12m high CHS tree
columns, each with four tubular branches
(see diagram above) that support glulam
rafters. These features columns are spaced
to create internal spans of 10m, 6m and
16m, in the aquatic centre.
“In general support steel gets hidden
away within the building fabric, but
with the steel tree columns we had an
opportunity to do something different
– putting it on display and expressing
it, which given the history of Consett is
important,” says Gareth Denny, TPS Project
Engineer
A more traditional design has been used
for the leisure centre’s sports hall as this
is formed by a series of spliced 35m long
cellular beams spaced at 7.5m centres.
The leisure centre also features squash
courts, a café and changing rooms.
Consett Academy and Leisure Centre is
due to be completed and open in mid 2015.

ComFlor 60
Tata Steel’s ComFlor 60 composite floor
profile offers a lightweight steel decking
for all multi-rise buildings including car
parks. It combines exceptional spanning
capabilities with reduced concrete usage
to provide a cost-effective and attractive
floor solution that is easy to install.
For more information visit:
www.tatasteelconstruction.com
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As well as being part
of the academy during
school hours, the
leisure centre will be
open to the public at
other times

Construction programme

C

onstruction work started last year (2013) with
an extensive groundworks programme that
included levelling some parts of the previously
sloping site and grouting old mine workings.
“There were a lot of old 19th Century mine
workings on this site, some as deep as 25m,” says Kevin
Leighton, Carillion Construction Manager. “Many of the
mineshafts were deeper than previously thought and
consequently the grouting programme lasted longer
than anticipated.”
To keep the programme on schedule, steelwork
contractor Harry Marsh (Engineers) was able to begin
the steel erection while the groundworks were still
being completed.
Some of these works, such as the installation of a

ground floor slab and the concreting of the leisure
centre’s swimming pools, will be finished once the
entire steel frame is up.
“Steel erection began at the academy end of
the project as the leisure centre part required more
groundworks, such as excavation of the pools,” explains
Mr Gibson.
Harry Marsh is using a combination of mobile cranes
and MEWPs for the erection. The steelwork is brought
to site from Harry Marsh’s Sunderland fabrication yard
on a just-in-time basis, as there is little room for storage.
“As the frame nears completion the amount of
storage space on site gets less,” sums up Mr Gibson. “So
coordination between all of the trades is important to
the project remaining on schedule.”

Your Asset
Protection Partner

Whatever the project, we deliver
coatings solutions you can rely on.
With an enviable track record supporting customers
in the steel construction sector, Sherwin-Williams
delivers the coatings you need to protect and
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Test on 15m Span
Composite Cellular Beam
Mark Lawson and Eleftherios Aggelopoulos of the SCI and Dennis Lam of the University of
Bradford present the results from a recent test carried out at the University of Bradford to
investigate the behaviour of a composite beam with a low degree of shear connection.
Introduction
Cellular beams are the preferred form of long span
construction in multi-storey buildings. For efficient design
of composite cellular beams, asymmetric sections are often
manufactured in which the bottom flange is larger than the
top flange. A further innovation is in the use of 80mm deep
deck profiles which allows beam spacing to be increased to
4.5m, and so the effective slab width acting compositely with
the long span beams is also increased.
The values for shear connector (stud) resistance given

Fig. 1a: Cellular beam showing decking and shear connectors

Fig. 1b: Temporary ‘out-riggers’
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in Eurocode 4 (EN 1994-1-1), when used in combination
with these modern decking profiles, have led to problems
in achieving the minimum degree of shear connection for
composite beams in comparison to the former BS 5950-3. For
secondary beams, the number of shear connectors that can
be accommodated in a span is limited by the spacing of the
deck ribs (typically 300mm for deep trapezoidal profiles), and
it is found that even for pairs of shear connectors per deck
rib, it is impossible to satisfy the shear connection rules in
Eurocode 4 for long span asymmetric beams.
SCI, with support from the Research Fund for Coal and
Steel, is on the way to resolving this problem in design to
Eurocode 4, and has completed a test on a 15.3m composite
cellular beam at the University of Bradford. This is believed to
be the longest composite cellular beam test ever carried out.
The test was part-sponsored by ASD Westok.
Cellular beams differ in various ways from I-section beams,
which suggests that a relaxation in the design rules for
shear connection may be proposed, based on the following
arguments:
• The openings in the web of the section in cellular
beams mean that, unlike sections with solid webs, it is
not necessary to develop plastic deformation over the
full depth of the cross section at the ultimate bending
resistance of the composite section. This has the effect of
reducing the strain that is developed in the steel section
and also reducing the slip at the ends of the beam.
• The local resistance at the openings often limits the design
of a cellular beam and so it is not possible to reach the
plastic bending resistance of the beam in mid-span.
• The design of long span cellular beams is generally
controlled by deflections at the serviceability limit state,
and so the beam is not fully utilised in bending at the
ultimate limit state.
Beam details
The cellular test beam was representative of a typical
secondary beam in modern long span composite
construction. The bottom part of the cellular beam was
chosen as an HEB 360 section, and the upper part was an
IPE 450 section, so that the ratio of flange areas was about
2.4. The resulting cellular beam depth was 565mm after the
cutting and re-welding process, and so the span/depth ratio
was 27, which is relatively high. The beam was fabricated by
ASD Westok.
The 425mm diameter circular openings were placed
at 680mm spacing. An elongated opening of 1105mm
length was provided at mid-span. Some openings were
half in-filled at or near to load points to avoid local failure.
The CF 80 decking was delivered by Tata Steel Panels and

ASD Westok design software...
Helping you every step
of the way

Software development in
association with

ENTRUSTED TO DESIGN AND DELIVER METAL SOLUTIONS
ASD Westok Cellbeam V.9 | Now with Revit® BIM integration.
Visit www.asdwestok.co.uk to download our free cellular beam,
plate beam, USFB and vibration software.

Call us today on: 0113 205 5270 | e: design@asdwestok.co.uk | w: www.asdwestok.co.uk
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Fig. 2a: Composite beam under loading

Fig. 2b: Load-deflection graph for each load cycle
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Profiles, and single 19mm diameter and 125mm high shear
connectors were placed in each deck rib (Figure 1a). The
calculated degree of shear connection was only 36%, which
was less than half of the minimum to Eurocode 4 for the
specific beam. The slab depth was 150mm and A193 mesh
reinforcement was used, primarily because the slab had to act
as a cantilever to resist its self-weight.
A novel system of construction was used to mimic unpropped construction. This was done by bolting projecting
I-sections as out-riggers to the web of the beam at 6 locations
so that the long edge of the decking could be supported by
these sections (Figure 1b, previous page). This is important
because it is known that un-propped construction leads to
lower shear connector forces and, potentially, to lower slips
at the plastic bending resistance of the beam. The I-sections
were removed when the concrete had gained its full strength
(measured as 30MPa).
The composite beam was subjected to a simulated uniform
load from 8 point loads and the critical cross-section was
at the load point at 6.7m from one support. A total of 22
shear connectors were placed between the support and this
point. The loaded test beam is shown in Figure 2a, and loaddeflection curves for the various load cycles from working
load to ultimate load and then to the failure load are shown
in Figure 2b.
The total test failure load was 20.4kN/m2, including the
slab self-weight (3.2kN/m2 approximately), which represented
a global factor of safety of 2.5 relative to the un-factored
loading of 8.2kN/m2 that would have normally been assumed
in practice (self-weight plus 5kN/m2 imposed loading). The
load-deflection graph was approximately linear up to a load
of 8kN/m2, as evidenced by the low residual deflection and
end slip on unloading. At the failure load, the slip between
the beam and the slab was 13.5mm at one end and 8.5mm at
the other end.
In the final load cycle, the compression strain in the top
flange was 1065 micro-strain, and the tensile strain in the

Technical

bottom flange was 1995 micro-strain, which indicated that
the bottom flange had reached its yield resistance. The
concrete strain was 0.086% which is less than the maximum
strain of 0.2% that is experienced by concrete at its maximum
strength.
Analysis of beam test
The test beam was analysed in accordance with the method
of Eurocode 4 using a shear connector resistance of 70kN
obtained from previous push-out tests and which is similar
to the Eurocode 4 characteristic resistance when using CF
80 decking. The plastic bending resistance was calculated
to be 1798kNm which was close to the measured failure
moment of 1790kNm, and shows that the plastic bending
resistance was developed despite the low degree of shear
connection. The bending resistance to Eurocode 4 using
design properties was 1567kNm, which was 87% of the test
bending resistance.
The theoretical deflection of the composite beam was
26.6mm compared to a test deflection of 31.5mm at working
loads. The difference of 4.9mm is due to end slip caused
by partial shear connection and shear deformation at the
openings. SCI P355 ‘Design of composite beams with large
web openings’ predicts an additional deflection of about
5mm due to the openings alone.
A second part of the test was carried out by repositioning
the loads so that the elongated opening at mid-span is
subjected to shear, and it was found that the shear force at
failure was 152kN. The failure mode is shown in Figure 3. The
failure load was approximately twice the theoretical shear
resistance based on the Vierendeel bending (local bending
of the Tees) assisted by local composite action around
the opening, and shows that existing design methods are
conservative.
This test is being analysed in detail by SCI and University of
Bradford, and a second long span beam test is planned to be
performed in mid-2014. The next test will address either an

Fig. 3. Shear force applied to elongated opening at failure

intermediate degree of shear connection using pairs of shear
connectors or possibly an alternative beam size and span in
order to provide more detailed information on other design
cases. Based on these tests, new guidance will be prepared to
support the design of cellular beams for low degrees of shear
connection.
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New and revised codes & standards
From BSI Updates April and May 2014

BRITISH STANDARDS
BS 7608:2014
Guide to fatigue design and assessment of steel
products
Supersedes BS 7608:1993

DRAFT BRITISH STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT – NATIONAL BRITISH STANDARDS

BS EN 10349:2009
Steel castings. Austenitic manganese steel
castings

14/30283394 DC
BS 4190 ISO metric black hexagon bolts, screws
and nuts. Specification

BS EN PUBLICATIONS

BRITISH STANDARDS WITHDRAWN

BS EN IS0 16810:2014
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic testing.
General principles
Supersedes BS EN 583-1:1999

BS EN 583-1:1999
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic examination.
General principles
Superseded by BS EN ISO 16810:2014

BS EN 16811:2014
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic testing.
Sensitivity and range setting.
Supersedes BS EN 583-2:2001

BS EN 583-2:2001
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic examination.
Sensitivity and range setting
Superseded by BS EN ISO 16811:2014

BS EN ISO 16823:2014
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic testing.
Transmission technique
Supersedes BS EN 583-3:1997

BS EN 583-3:1997
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic examination.
Transmission technique
Superseded by BS EN ISO 16823:2014

BS EN ISO 16826:2014
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic testing.
Examination for discontinuities perpendicular to
the surface
Supersedes BS EN 583-4:2002

BS EN 583-4:2002
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic examination.
Examination for discontinuities perpendicular to
the surface
Superseded by BS EN ISO 16826:2014

BS EN ISO 16827:2014
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic testing.
Characterization and sizing of discontinuities
Supersedes BS EN 583-5:2001

BS EN 583-5:2001

BS EN ISO 16828:2014
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic testing. Timeof-flight diffraction technique as a method for
detection and sizing of discontinuities
Supersedes BS EN 583-6:2008

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
BS 3692
ISO metric precision hexagon bolts, screws and
nuts. Specification
This standard was due to be issued for DPC in
April, but will be delayed until technical content
has been agreed upon.
Contact: Michaela Reid-Thomas
Email: michaela.reid-thomas@bsigroup.com
FME/9
BS 4190
ISO metric black hexagon bolts, screws and nuts.
Specification
This standard was due to be issued for DPC in
April, but will be delayed until technical content
has been agreed upon.
Contact: Michaela Reid-Thomas
Email: michaela.reid-thomas@bsigroup.com
FME/9
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Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic examination.
Characterization and sizing of discontinuities
Superseded by BS EN ISO 16827:2014
BS EN 583-6:2008
Non-destructive testing. Ultrasonic examination.
Time-of-flight diffraction technique as a method
for detection and sizing of discontinuities
Superseded by BS EN ISO 16828:2014

14/30283396 DC
BS 3692 ISO metric precision hexagon bolts,
screws and nuts. Specification
14/30272166 DC
NA to BS EN 1997-1 A1 UK National Annex to
Eurocode 7. Geotechnical design. General rules

DRAFT BRITISH STANDARDS FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT – ADOPTIONS
14/30294825 DC
BS EN 10263-1 Steel rod, bars and wire for cold
heading and cold extrusion. General technical
delivery conditions
14/30294828 DC
BS EN 10263-2 Steel rod, bars and wire for cold
heading and cold extrusion. Technical delivery
conditions for steels not intended for heat
treatment after cold working
14/30294831 DC
BS EN 10263-3 Steel rod, bars and wire for cold
heading and cold extrusion. Technical delivery
conditions for case hardening steels
14/30294834 DC
BS EN 10263-4 Steel rod, bars and wire for
cold heading and cold extrusion. Technical
delivery conditions for steels for quenching and
tempering

BRITISH STANDARDS UNDER REVIEW

14/30294837 DC
BS EN 10263-5 Steel rod, bars and wire for cold
heading and cold extrusion. Technical delivery
conditions for stainless steels

BS EN ISO 9692 -2:1998
Welding and allied processes. Joint preparation.
Submerged arc welding of steels

14/30295511 DC
BS ISO 4996 Hot-rolled steel sheet of high yield
stress structural quality

BS EN ISO 9692-4: 2003
Welding and allied processes. Joint preparation.
Clad steels

NEW WORK STARTED
EN 1090-4
Execution of steel structures and aluminium
structures. Technical requirements for thin gauge,
cold formed steel elements and structures for
roof, ceiling, floor and wall applications

CEN EUROPEAN STANDARDS
EN 1994-1-2:Eurocode 4. Design of composite steel and
concrete structures. General rules. Structural fire
design
AMENDMENT 1: February 2014 to EN 1994-12:2005
EN 10152:Electrolytically zinc coated cold rolled steel flat
products for cold forming. Technical delivery
conditions
CORRIGENDUM 1: December 2011 to EN
10152:2009

Advisory Desk

AD 381
Fatigue assessment of non-standard bridge details
The Advisory Desk has been made aware of
some instances of fatigue failure in cross beam
to main girder connections, arising from the use
of a ‘non-standard’ fatigue detail. Although the
instances were specific to a particular type of
bridge structure, there are some general lessons
for detailing of structures that must be designed
for fatigue.
An instance where failure occurred is shown
schematically in Figure 1. The cross beam is a plate
girder, with two flanges welded to a web plate

Fig. 1. Schematic arrangement of failed detail

of constant depth; the web plate is bolted to a
transverse stiffener on the main girder. The web to
flange welds simply stop at the end of the flange.
Failure occurred by cracking in the web at the
end of the fillet welds. Such a detail is not covered
by any of the details in EN 1993-1-9 (Tables 8.1
to 8.10) but is likely to be at the lower end of the
range of fatigue categories. It is not known what
category the designer adopted.
The lesson from this experience is to avoid
details not closely similar to one of the details
in the EN 1993-1-9 Tables, wherever possible.
If a non-standard detail is to be used, then it is
recommended that testing be carried out to
determine the category of the non-standard detail.
A more common occurrence of a lapped
cross beam to main girder detail occurs in
composite ladder deck bridges, as illustrated in
SCI publication P356. In the original publication,
the web was notched at the top, to avoid the main
girder flange, and this avoids the non-standard
fatigue detail. But the original publication does not
show a similar notch at bottom flange detail: this
does introduce the non-standard detail described
above and it should be avoided by notching

Fig. 2. Revised Figure 8.9 in P356, showing notches at both
top and bottom flanges of cross member

the web at the bottom as well as at the top. The
revised detail in P356 is shown in Figure 2.
The introduction of a notch in the web requires
the application of a stress concentration factor
(SCF) when calculating the stress range in the
web, but such a notch is not exactly covered by
the advice in PD 6695-1-9, clause 7. It is likely
that a SCF in excess of 2 will be necessary but
designers must make their own assessment of the
appropriate SCF for their particular detail.
The second lesson is, therefore, that where
a SCF is needed but there is no published
35
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50 YearsAgo

Steel for Speed at Port
Talbot Amusement Park
FROM BUILDING WITH STEEL NOVEMBER 1963

Entrance feature of light steelwork
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Slenderness, lightness of appearance and speed of erection - all these
advantages of steel construction are highlighted by the new Port Talbot
amusement park at Aberavon Beach.
When John Hart Enterprises Limited was named as the successful bidder
out of 83 entertainment contractors who tendered for the development
planned by Port Talbot Authority, speed was of the essence, the contract
having been let early in 1963 and the opening planned for the summer.
The first phase of the contract comprises a two-storey restaurant block,
two storey arcade saloon, two blocks of fairground stalls, a pyramid feature
and a main entrance feature.
Steel was used for speed of erection, the contract involving some 159
tons of structural steelwork in all. Initial discussions concerning the steel

Steel portal frame for the second-storey restaurant

frame design were held with the architect on march 5th, and the first
building - comprising stanchions and castellated beams for the stalls
- was completed on site 31 days later, on April 5th, and by April 23rd
the 50 tons of steelwork for the two storey arcade had been completed,
as had the pyramid feature and the entrance feature.
The restaurant block consists of a concrete portal structure at
ground-floor level with a steel frame for the upper storey; the 60 tons
of steelwork were erected during the last week of April. Steelwork for
the final block of stalls was completed the following week, by May 6th.
Adding to the colourful aspect of the amusement park are the many
flagpoles, also of steel, which support strings of lights.
Architects for the development were Evan W Ebury and Partners.
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AD 381
continued from p 33
advice for the particular detail, the designer must consider carefully what
value would be appropriate: finite element modelling or testing would be
a suitable means of assessing the SCF.
Publications P356 and P357 have been modified on Steelbiz, to show
the notch at the lower edge of the web in lapped cross beam connections
and a corrigendum is also available from Steelbiz.
Contact:
Tel:
Email:

Hempel brings professional consulting, technical
support and efficient coating solutions tailored
to your needs.

David Iles
01344 636525
advisory@steel-sci.com

www.hempel.co.uk

Listings

Steelwork contractors for buildings
Membership of BCSA is open to any Steelwork Contractor who has a fabrication facility within the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland.
Details of BCSA membership and services can be obtained from
Gillian Mitchell MBE, Deputy Director General, BCSA, 4 Whitehall Court, London SW1A 2ES
Tel: 020 7747 8121 Email: gillian.mitchell@steelconstruction.org
Notes
(1) Contracts which are primarily
steelwork but which may include
associated works. The steelwork contract
value for which a company is pre-qualified
under the Scheme is intended to give
guidance on the size of steelwork contract
that can be undertaken; where a project
lasts longer than a year, the value is the
proportion of the steelwork contract to be
undertaken within a 12 month period.

Applicants may be registered in one or more Buildings category to undertake the fabrication and the responsibility for any
design and erection of:
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N

Heavy industrial platework for plant structures, bunkers, 		
hoppers, silos etc
High rise buildings (offices etc over 15 storeys)
Large span portals (over 30m)
Medium/small span portals (up to 30m) and low rise 		
buildings (up to 4 storeys)
Medium rise buildings (from 5 to 15 storeys)
Large span trusswork (over 20m)
Tubular steelwork where tubular construction forms a major
part of the structure
Towers and masts
Architectural steelwork for staircases, balconies, canopies etc
Frames for machinery, supports for plant and conveyors
Large grandstands and stadia (over 5000 persons)

Company name

Tel

A C Bacon Engineering Ltd
A & J Stead Ltd
Access Design & Engineering
Adey Steel Ltd
Adstone Construction Ltd
Advanced Fabrications Poyle Ltd
AJ Engineering & Construction Services Ltd
AKD Contracts Ltd
Angle Ring Company Ltd
Apex Steel Structures Ltd
Arminhall Engineering Ltd
Arromax Structures Ltd
ASA Steel Structures Ltd
ASD Westok Ltd
ASME Engineering Ltd
Atlas Ward Structures Ltd
Atlasco Constructional Engineers Ltd
Austin-Divall Fabrications Ltd
B D Structures Ltd
Ballykine Structural Engineers Ltd
Barnshaw Section Benders Ltd
BHC Ltd
Billington Structures Ltd
Border Steelwork Structures Ltd
Bourne Construction Engineering Ltd
Briton Fabricators Ltd
Builders Beams Ltd
Cairnhill Structures Ltd
Caunton Engineering Ltd
Cleveland Bridge UK Ltd
CMF Ltd
Cook Fabrications Ltd
Coventry Construction Ltd
D H Structures Ltd
Discain Project Services Ltd
Duggan Steel Ltd
ECS Engineering Services Ltd
Elland Steel Structures Ltd
EvadX Ltd
Fisher Engineering Ltd
Four Bay Structures Ltd
Fox Bros Engineering Ltd
Gorge Fabrications Ltd
Grays Engineering (Contracts) Ltd
Gregg & Patterson (Engineers) Ltd
H Young Structures Ltd

01953 850611
01653 693742
01642 245161
01509 556677
01905 794561
01753 653617
01309 671919

Company name
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Q
R
S

Specialist fabrication services (eg bending, cellular/		
castellated beams, plate girders)
Refurbishment
Lighter fabrications including fire escapes, ladders and 		
catwalks

FPC Factory Production Control certification to BS EN 1090-1
1 – Execution Class 1
2 – Execution Class 2
3 – Execution Class 3
4 – Execution Class 4
QM Quality management certification to ISO 9001
SCM Steel Construction Sustainability Charter
(l = Gold, l = Silver, l = Member)
C

D

01322 312203

F

G H

l l
l l
l
l
l l
l
l l
l

E

l

0121 557 7241
01268 660828
01799 524510
01623 747466
01782 566366
0113 205 5270
020 8966 7150
01944 710421
01782 564711
01903 721950
01942 817770
028 9756 2560
01902 880848
01555 840006
01226 340666
01228 548744
01202 746666
0115 963 2901
01227 863770
01236 449393
01773 531111
01325 381188
020 8844 0940
01303 890040
024 7646 4484
01785 246269
01604 787276
00 353 29 70072
01773 860001
01422 380262
01745 336413
028 6638 8521
01603 758141
00 353 53 942 1677
0121 522 5770
01375 372411
028 9061 8131
01953 601881

l l l l
l l l
l l
l l l
l
l l
l
l
l
l l l l
l l l l
l
l
l l
l l
l
l l l
l
l l
l l l
l l
l l l
l l
l l
l
l
l
l l
l l

Tel

C

l
l
l
l

J

K

L M N Q

R

S

l l
l l
l l
l
l l
l l
l

l
l
l l
l

l l
l
l
l
l

l
l l
l l l l l l l
l l
l
l l
l l
l l
l l
l l l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l

D

E

F

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l l
l l
l l
l
l l
l

l
l l l
l
l l l
l l l
l
l l l
l
l
l l l
l
l
l
l l l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l l l
l l l

l
l

l l l
l l l

G H

J

l
l
l
l
l

K

l l
l
l l
l
l
l l l l
l
l
l
l
l l
l
l l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l l
l
l l
l l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

L M N Q

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

l
l l
l l
l l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

QM FPC SCM Guide Contract Value (1)
2

l l
l l l
l l
l l
l
l l l l l
l l
l l

l l l l
l
l
l
l l l l l l l
l l l l
l

l
l

Where an asterisk (*) appears against any
company’s classification number, this indicates
that the assets required for this classification
level are those of the parent company.

R

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

2

●
●

2
2
4

✔

2
2

✔
✔
✔
✔

2
2
4
2

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

4
4
4
4
2
4
4
2
4
4
4
2

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

4
3
4
2
4

●
●
●

✔
✔

2

●

●
●

●
●

●
●
●

l

l
l

S

Up to £2,000,000
Up to £100,000
Up to £4,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £100,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £800,000
Above £6,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Above £6,000,000*
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £100,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £4,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £100,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £2,000,000

QM FPC SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

Listings

Company name

Tel

Had Fab Ltd
Hambleton Steel Ltd
Harry Marsh (Engineers) Ltd
Henry Smith (Constructional Engineers) Ltd
Hescott Engineering Company Ltd
Intersteels Ltd
J & A Plant Ltd
James Killelea & Co Ltd
John Reid & Sons (Strucsteel) Ltd
Kiernan Structural Steel Ltd
Leach Structural Steelwork Ltd
Legge Steel (Fabrications) Ltd
Luxtrade Ltd
M Hasson & Sons Ltd
M J Patch Structures Ltd
M&S Engineering Ltd
Mabey Bridge Ltd
Mackay Steelwork & Cladding Ltd
Maldon Marine Ltd
Mifflin Construction Ltd
Murphy International Ltd
Newbridge Engineering Ltd
Nusteel Structures Ltd
Overdale Construction Services Ltd
Painter Brothers Ltd
Pencro Structural Engineering Ltd
Peter Marshall (Steel Stairs) Ltd
PMS Fabrications Ltd
R S Engineering SW Ltd
Remnant Plant Ltd
Rippin Ltd
S H Structures Ltd
SDM Fabrication Ltd
Severfield-Watson Structures Ltd
Shaun Hodgson Engineering Ltd
Shipley Structures Ltd
Snashall Steel Fabrications Ltd
South Durham Structures Ltd
Southern Fabrications (Sussex) Ltd
Temple Mill Fabrications Ltd
Traditional Structures Ltd
TSI Structures Ltd
Tubecon
W & H Steel & Roofing Systems Ltd
W I G Engineering Ltd
Walter Watson Ltd
Westbury Park Engineering Ltd
William Haley Engineering Ltd
William Hare Ltd

01875 611711
01748 810598
0191 510 9797
01606 592121
01324 556610
01322 337766
01942 713511
01706 229411
01202 483333
00 353 43 334 1445
01995 640133
01592 205320
01902 353182
028 2957 1281
01275 333431
01461 40111
01291 623801
01862 843910
01621 859000
01568 613311
01429 866722
01303 268112
01656 729229
01432 374400
028 9335 2886
0113 307 6730
01228 599090
01579 383131
01594 841160
01383 518610
01977 681931
01354 660895
01845 577896
01553 766499
01400 251480
01300 345588
01388 777350
01243 649000
01623 741720
01922 414172
01603 720031
01226 345261
00 353 56 444 1855
01869 320515
028 4377 8711
01373 825500
01278 760591
0161 609 0000

l l
l
l l
l
l
l l
l l l l

l
l

Company name

Tel

C

G H

00 353 45 431384

C

D

E

l l
l
l
l

l l
l l
l
l
l

F
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l l
l
l
l l l l
l l
l
l l l
l
l
l l

G H
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
l

l l l
l l l
l
l
l l l
l l l
l l l l l
l
l
l l l
l l l
l l l
l
l l l
l l l l
l l l

E

F

K

L M N Q

R

l l l

l l

D

J

l
l

l l
l
l l
l
l l

S
l

l
l l

l
l

l

l l
l

QM FPC SCM Guide Contract Value (1)
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✔
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✔
✔

l
l
l l l l
l l l l
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l
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l l l
l
l
l
l l l l
l l
l
l l l
l
l
l l
l
l l l l
l l
l l l l
l
l l l l
l
l
l
l l
l l
l
l
l
l l l
l
l l l l
l l
l
l l
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l l
l l l l

J

K

l
l
l l
l
l l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l l l l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

✔
✔
✔

4
4
2

✔
✔
✔

2

✔
✔

4
4

✔
✔
✔

4
3
4

●
●

2

l
l
l

●

l
l
l
l
l
l

l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l l l l
l
l
l
l
l
l l
l
l
l
l
l l
l

l
l
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l
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l
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l
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l
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L M N Q

R

S

✔
✔
✔
✔

●
2
2

✔
✔
✔
✔

4
4
4

●
●

2

✔
✔
✔

2
2
2
2

●

✔

4

●

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

2
2
4
4
4

●
●

Up to £2,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £200,000
Up to £6,000,000*
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £4,000,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £1,400,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £4,000,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £100,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £800,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £200,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Above £6,000,000*
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £200,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £2,000,000
Above £6,000,000

QM FPC SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

Corporate Members
Corporate Members are clients, professional offices, educational establishments etc which support the development of national specifications,
quality, fabrication and erection techniques, overall industry efficiency and good practice.
Company name

Tel

Company name

Tel

Balfour Beatty Utility Solutions Ltd
Bluefing Group
Griffiths & Armour
Highways Agency
Kier Construction Ltd

01332 661491
020 3040 6723
0151 236 5656
08457 504030
01767 640111

PTS (TQM) Ltd
Roger Pope Associates
Sandberg LLP
SUM Ltd
Welding Quality Management Services Ltd

01785 250706
01752 263636
020 7565 7000
0113 242 7390

00 353 87 294 4335

NSC
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Listings

Associate Members

Associate Members are those principal companies involved in the direct supply to all or some Members of components, materials or products.
Associate member companies must have a registered office within the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Structural components
Computer software
Design services
Steel producers
Manufacturing equipment
Protective systems
Safety systems

Company name

Tel

AceCad Software Ltd
Albion Sections Ltd
Andrews Fasteners Ltd
Arcelor Mittal Distribution - Scunthorpe
ASD metal services
Ayrshire Metal Products (Daventry) Ltd
BAPP Group Ltd
Barrett Steel Services Limited

01332 545800
0121 553 1877
0113 246 9992
01724 810810
0113 254 0711
01327 300990
01226 383824
01274 682281

8 Steel stockholders
9 Structural fasteners

CE CE Marking compliant,
where relevant:
M manufacturer
		
(products CE Marked)
D/I distributor/importer 		
		
(systems comply with the CPR)
N/A CPR not applicable

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 CE SCM
N/A

l

M

l
l

M

l

D/I

l

D/I
M

l
l

M
D/I

l

SCM Steel Construction Sustainability
Charter
l = Gold, l = Silver, l = Member

Company name

Tel

Behringer Ltd
BW Industries Ltd
Cellbeam Ltd
Cellshield Ltd
Cleveland Steel & Tubes Ltd
CMC (UK) Ltd
Composite Profiles UK Ltd
Cooper & Turner Ltd

01296 668259
01262 400088
01937 840600
01937 840600
01845 577789
029 2089 5260
01202 659237
0114 256 0057

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 CE SCM
l
M

l

M

l

N/A

l
l

M

l

D/I
D/I

l
l

M

Steelwork contractors
for bridgeworks
The Register of Qualified Steelwork Contractors Scheme for Bridgeworks (RQSC) is open to any Steelwork Contractor who
has a fabrication facility within the European Union.
Applicants may be registered in one or more category to undertake the fabrication and the responsibility for any design and erection of:
FG
PG
TW
BA

Footbridge and sign gantries
Bridges made principally from plate girders
Bridges made principally from trusswork
Bridges with stiffened complex platework 			
(eg in decks, box girders or arch boxes)
CM Cable-supported bridges (eg cable-stayed or
suspension) and other major structures
(eg 100 metre span)
MB Moving bridges
RF Bridge refurbishment

FPC Factory Production Control certification to BS EN 1090-1
1 – Execution Class 1 2 – Execution Class 2
3 – Execution Class 3 4 – Execution Class 4
SCM Steel Construction Sustainability Charter
(l = Gold, l = Silver, l = Member)

BCSA steelwork contractor member

Tel

FG

PG TW BA CM MB

RF

Briton Fabricators Ltd
Cairnhill Structures Ltd
Cleveland Bridge UK Ltd
Four-Tees Engineers Ltd
Kiernan Structural Steel Ltd
Mabey Bridge Ltd
Millar Callaghan Engineering Services Ltd
Nusteel Structures Ltd
Painter Brothers Ltd
Remnant Plant Ltd
S H Structures Ltd
Severfield-Watson Structures Ltd

0115 963 2901
01236 449393
01325 381188
01489 885899
00 353 43 334 1445
01291 623801
01294 217711
01303 268112
01432 374400
01594 841160
01977 681931
01204 699999

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l

l

l

l

l

l
l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

Allerton Steel Ltd
Cimolai SpA
Concrete & Timber Services Ltd
Donyal Engineering Ltd
Francis & Lewis International Ltd
Harland & Wolff Heavy Industries Ltd
Hollandia BV
IHC Engineering (UK) Ltd
Interserve Construction Ltd
Interserve Construction Ltd
Lanarkshire Welding Company Ltd
P C Richardson & Co (Middlesbrough) Ltd
Varley & Gulliver Ltd

01609 774471
01223 350876
01484 606416
01207 270909
01452 722200
028 9045 8456
00 31 180 540540
01773 861734
0121 344 4888
020 8311 5500
01698 264271
01642 714791
0121 773 2441

l
l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l
l

l
l

Non-BCSA member

38

AS Ancilliary structures in steel associated with bridges, 		
footbridges or sign gantries (eg grillages, purpose-made 		
temporary works)
QM Quality management certification to ISO 9001
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l
l
l
l

l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l
l

l

l

l
l

l

l

l

l

l
l

l

l

l
l

l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Notes
(1) Contracts which are primarily steelwork but which
may include associated works. The steelwork contract
value for which a company is pre-qualified under the
Scheme is intended to give guidance on the size of
steelwork contract that can be undertaken; where
a project lasts longer than a year, the value is the
proportion of the steelwork contract to be undertaken
within a 12 month period.

Where an asterisk (*) appears against any company’s classification
number, this indicates that the assets required for this classification
level are those of the parent company.

NHSS
AS QM FPC 19A
20
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

4
4
4
3

SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

✓
✓

✓
✓

4

✓

✓

4

✓

✓

l
l
l
l
l

l
4
4

✓
✓

✓
✓

2

l
l

l
l
l

✓

4

✓

l

Up to £3,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000*
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £4,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £400,000
Above £6,000,000*
Above £6,000,000*
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £3,000,000

Listings

Company name

Tel

CSC (UK) Ltd
Cutmaster Machines (UK) Ltd
Daver Steels Ltd
Duggan Profiles & Steel Service Centre Ltd
easi-edge Ltd
Fabsec Ltd
FabTrol Systems UK Ltd
Ficep (UK) Ltd
FLI Structures
Forward Protective Coatings Ltd
Goodwin Steel Castings Ltd
Graitec UK Ltd
Hadley Group Ltd
Hempel UK Ltd
Highland Metals Ltd
Hilti (GB) Ltd
Hi-Span Ltd
International Paint Ltd
Jack Tighe Ltd
Jamestown Cladding & Profiling Ltd
John Parker & Sons Ltd
Jotun Paints (Europe) Ltd
Kaltenbach Ltd

0113 239 3000
01226 707865
0114 261 1999
00 353 56 7722485
01777 870901
0845 094 2530
01274 590865
01942 223530
01452 722200
01623 748323
01782 220000
0844 543 8888
0121 555 1342
01633 874024
01343 548855
0800 886100
01953 603081
0191 469 6111
01302 880360
00 353 45 434288
01227 783200
01724 400000
01234 213201

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 CE SCM
N/A

l

N/A

l

M

l
l

M

l

N/A

l

l

N/A

l

N/A

l

N/A

l

M

l

l

N/A

l

N/A

l

N/A

l

M

l

N/A

l
l

M
M

l

l

N/A

l

l

N/A

l

M

l

l l D/I
l
l

l

N/A

l

N/A

Company name

Tel

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 CE SCM

Kingspan Structural Products
Lindapter International
Metsec Plc
MSW Structural Floor Systems
Murray Plate Group Ltd
National Tube Stockholders Ltd
Peddinghaus Corporation UK Ltd
PPG Performance Coatings UK Ltd
Prodeck-Fixing Ltd
Rainham Steel Co Ltd
Sherwin-Williams Protective & Marine Coatings
Sika Ltd
Structural Metal Decks Ltd
Tata Steel
Tata Steel Distribution UK & Ireland
Tata Steel Ireland Service Centre
Tata Steel Service Centre Dublin
Tata Steel Tubes
Tata Steel UK Panels & Profiles
Tekla (UK) Ltd
Tension Control Bolts Ltd
Wedge Group Galvanizing Ltd

01944 712000
01274 521444
0121 601 6000
0115 946 2316
0161 866 0266
01845 577440
01952 200377
01773 814520
01278 780586
01708 522311
01204 521771
01707 384444
01202 718898
01724 404040
01902 484000
028 9266 0747
00 353 1 405 0300
01536 402121
0845 3088330
0113 307 1200
01948 667700
01909 486384

l

M
l

l

M

l

M

l

D/I

l

D/I

l

D/I

l

N/A

l

N/A

l

D/I

l

D/I

l
l

M

l

M
M

l

l
l

M

l
l

D/I

l

D/I

l

D/I
M

l

M

l

N/A

l
l
l

l

M
N/A

N/A
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We can provide complete
structural steel reassurance
at every level
www.metsec.com/ce-marking

Metsec PLC is part of the voestalpine Group

Under BS EN 1090-1 it is the engineer’s
responsibility to determine the Execution Class
for the building.
We can help; Metsec is certified to manufacture
structural steel components from Execution
Class 1 to 4, so whatever the project
demands, we’ll rise to your challenge.

